Real-time Property Performance Indicators in the Palm of your Hand

OVERVIEW
Konami’s SYNKROS® casino management system is bringing business intelligence to a greater level of
on-the-go mobility with expectation-based dashboards through its award-winning SYNKdot™. In a single
glance, SYNKdot gives a breakdown of the casino’s current status through backend performance indicators
and metrics without the need to wade through pages of data points and statistics. Its streamlined visual
interface empowers management to view real-time performance based on customizable operational
parameters for the property as a whole, or take a deeper look at specific areas including coin-in, open
table rating, active casino incentives, and more.

DASHBOARD
Available via smartphone, tablet, and desktop, the SYNKdot dashboard lists key areas of operation with corresponding colored
SYNKdots to indicate performance levels. If the SYNKdot is green, then everything is running as expected. If the SYNKdot is
yellow or red, it signals to the user that one or more areas of the business are performing below the property’s defined targets
and may require attention. At any time, users can drill down into various sub-dots to view further details and contact the
appropriate on-site manager.

Green indicates good performance
(on-target)

Yellow indicates okay performance
(slightly below targets)

Red indicates poor performance
(very below targets)

SYNKpi’s: SYNKROS PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
SYNKdots are created from a library of over 80 unique SYNKROS Performance Indicators, or SYNKpi’s, including coin-in today,
open table rating count, open EGM rating count, random giveaways on the floor, floor occupancy, theo hold, net win, carded
players, and more. The Konami team is continuing to add to this library. In addition, custom metrics can be defined as a SYNKpi
and collected by inputting the measurement directly into a provided application or from customer developed external interfaces.
Once the SYNKpi are defined, individuals can specify their own acceptable thresholds for each of the green, yellow, and red
SYNKdots. Custom weighting can also be configured for various SYNKdots to reflect appropriate impact on parent SYNKdot they
roll up to. An estimated 40 hours of professional services are required for SYNKdot implementation, and includes installation,
configuration, and training.

Features

Benefits

Robust, real-time information

Capture immediate performance insights as they occur

Streamlined information and simple visuals

Whether in a meeting or walking the casino floor, users get an instant read on the property’s present
operational health, without sifting through piles of reports

Adaptive user interface (UI)

View dashboards from any device with easy-to-use native interaction

Supported on JavaScript-enabled browsers

Requires a JavaScript-enabled browser and supports the current and prior major release of Google Chrome,
Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari, Microsoft Internet Explorer, and Microsoft Edge. Allows access from many devices
including PC, Mac, Android, Blackberry, iOS, and Windows phones or tablets—without the need for additional
hardware or servers

80+ Built-in performance indicators

Launch a variety of turn-key SYNKpi’s within minutes

Custom SYNKdot creation

Build your SYNKdots from a myriad of SYNKpi’s that are specific to your business

Site defined manual entry

Track actions outside the SYNKROS environment—such as valet and hotel rates—using a recurring manual
entry point for on-site staff to report, with flagged alerts when reported figures have become stale

Custom thresholds

Customize SYNKdot thresholds to reflect the property’s unique benchmarks for success. These can be based
on a Floating window of time (Float) or defined Targets in a Profile built by the property

Custom weighting

Organize multiple SYNKdots beneath a single parent SYNKdot, with custom-weighted performance to
correspond with property priority and performance

Time series comparisons

Get further insight on a particular indicator by measuring against another point in time or time period

View and contact assigned on-site managers

View, call, or text the assigned on-site manager when a particular performance indicator comes into question

Security and accessibility options

Accessibility can be restricted to permissioned users on-site, or expanded to remote access world-wide, and
anywhere in between. A secure VPN connection is always recommended

Landing SYNKdot with custom-weighted performance tree

SYNKdot detail, including assigned on-site manager
and time series comparison

REQUIREMENTS
Available with SYNKROS version 3.24 X and higher.
Contact your Konami Executive today for further information.
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